Poop patrol

• A new venture being tested out on EN Wiki, a vandal fighting backstop and quality improvement program.
Poop patrol

- How does it work?
- Easily confused words
- Vandal fighting backstop
- Serious abuse detection
How does it work?

- Bot searches for articles containing a word or phrase.
- Ignores pages on a safe page list.
- Ignores word or phrase if in a safe phrase.
- Any editor can add a safe page, safe phrase or whole query.
- Up to 50 articles listed each week per query.
Easily confused words

• Whirred Spellcheckers cant fined
• Not just cosmetic errors, many of our users read EN wiki via translation software
  – Preform – Perform
  – Planing - Planning
  – Posses – Possess / Poses
• These are just typos – no need to check who made the mistake
• Safe page and safe phrase entries can both be judgement calls, no need to verify.
Poop patrol

- Poop vandalism, not everything gets picked up by recent changes
- Usually these are vandalism, so history and other edits need checking.
  - Poop
  - Pubic (especially pubic schools)
- Safe pages may need to be verified
- Safe phrases entries can both be judgement calls, no need to verify.
- Poop is in over 700 EN Wiki articles
Serious abuse

- Some words should only be used when sourced.
- Can be vandalism, so history and other edits need checking.
- Examples:
  - Faggot
  - Douchebag
- Safe pages need to be verified
- Safe phrases are probably not a good idea.